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New fitness center offers great opportunities for GFC students
By Paul Schafer
Staff Writer
It may be cold outside, but some students
inside Grand Forks Central are working up a
sweat.
This year Central has been equipped with
a brand new, state of the art fitness room. The
room, which includes hundreds of thousands of
dollars worth of new exercise equipment, was
built as a result of a 1.2 million dollar grant
given to the state of North Dakota in effort to
improve and enhance physical education for
students.
The room includes three plasma screen
TV’s, weight training equipment, an aerobics
room, and 5 different types of cardio machines.
The cardio machines all include heart monitors
to analyze student’s progress throughout the
year.
When asked about how the equipment for
the fitness room was chosen, Physical Education instructor Ms. Perreault answered,” The
committee looked at their options, and we did
tours of facilities, and did research into the
equipment and decided to go with what we
have now as far as durability. The equipment is
exactly what you would find at fitness clubs.”
Perhaps the most unique piece of equipment
in the room is the very realistic bike simulators

Sophomore T.J. Poole

Students use the unique expresso bikes.

called expresso bikes. With these bikes, students can race their neighbors, change gears,
and steer their way through different courses,
each varying in distance and difficulty.
“We will be able to take classes to the cardio and aerobics room on a regular basis. New
curriculum will teach kids the components of
fitness and why it’s important for your health
to maintain them.” said Ms. Perreault.
Even with all the benefits of having the new
fitness room, sacrifices had to made to find a
space for the room. The facility is now located
in the former wrestling room on the ground
floor next to the track. The wrestling team now
practices up to the third floor gym in order to
make room for the fitness facility. JROTC,
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which also used the wrestling room during the
day, also has been moved to the third gym.
With the third floor gym now being occupied
by the wrestling room, activities that used the
third gym such as gym class and basketball
practice were made to find alternatives.
“When I first heard that we were being
forced to give up the best high school wrestling
room in the state and moved to basketball gym
away from everything, I was pretty disappointed, but the district has done a good job of
making our new location the best it can be.”
said head wrestling coach Matt Berglund. “The
new fitness facilities were definitely needed
for us to keep pace with the Fargo schools and
the teachers are offering some great fitness routines during and after school. I just hope that
students take advantage of the facility being
open after school because I know many will
still go home right after school to watch TV,
text, Twitter and eat potato chips. They can still
do that if stuff they want, but they should work
out for a hour first.”
With the third gym covered with mats, basketball teams that were once able to practice
there after school, now have to be bused on a
daily basis to elementary gyms around town.
Lack of gym space is an issue that the district
is currently addressing along with the construction of new theater and art areas on site, likely
in the current courtyard. At a recent school
board meeting, one school board member
suggested adding a new wrestling room to this
area as well which would free up the third gym
for basketball practices and other activities
once again and save the district the ongoing
expense of busing teams for practice.

Sophomore Ben Danielson
The new fitness room is available to all
Central students, but not to faculty or staff at
this point. The room is open after school form
3:05 to 5:05 every day. Gym makeups can now
be held in the fitness room instead of the main
gym. That means that students can now make
up gym classes every day of the week instead
of just Wednesday, another very positive thing
for students that need to make up gym classes.
“When kids leave here we want them to be
able to go into a health club and feel comfortable and understand the importance of good
health.” Mrs. Perreault.
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Cell phone policy a
tough sell for some
By Mckenzie Thiery
Staff Writer
So what exactly is our cell phone policy
here at Central?
Since enforcement seems to vary, many
students get mixed messages. According to
page 13 and 14 of the 2009-2010 student
planner: “Students are not permitted to use
cell phones or other electronic devices (sound
or image) during the school day in any unauthorized area of the school building or at any
school sponsored events or activities. “Use”
of a cell phone includes text messaging.
“Unauthorized area,” means any area where
there is a reasonable expectation of privacy;
including, but not limited to classrooms,
locker rooms, and restrooms or any other
area designated by the building principle.
Use of cell phones or image recording devices
in locker rooms and restrooms at anytime
is strictly prohibited. Students in violation
of any portion of this policy will be subject
to disciplinary procedures and confiscation
of the cell phone or other electronic device.
If a student’s cell phone or other electronic
device is confiscated, the building principle
may search your confiscated property upon
a reasonable suspicion that the search will
yield evidence of a violation of a school rule
or upon reasonable suspicion that the school
safety or security may be in jeopardy. Disciplinary action up to and including suspension
expulsion and/or citation by law enforcement
may be taken against any student using a
prohibited device contrary to this rule or in
a manner that causes substantial disruption
to the educational environment. The building
principle or a designee is authorized to make
exceptions to prohibitions set fourth in this
policy for health, safety, emergencies, or as
required by an individual education program.
CD player, iPods, Mp3 players, gaming devices, etc. are not allowed to be played in the
building during the school day.”

Opinion
Many students don’t believe in the phone
policy, while others many think it could be
less strict, while the rest just don’t really
care. Personally I believe a few things could
be changed. I think that we should be able to
text in-between classes and at lunch, but not
during classes. I don’t see the point in not
being able to text in-between while no one
is in class at the moment, so who would we
be disturbing? I asked a few other students
and a teacher what their point of view on the
policy is.
“I think the policy should be less strict.
We shouldn’t get yelled at in the hall for having our phones. I mean the teachers can be at
least nice about it,” said Michelle Knaus.
“I think it has its ups and downs,” said
Brenna Swendseid.
“I think that the phone policy is just fine
as it is,” said an anonymous student who did
not want to be named.
“It’s good-a necessity,” said an anonymous teacher.
“I honestly think the teachers should
give up on it. People still text in class so the
policy doesn’t really matter anymore,” said
Knaus.
“Students who text in class should be
punished by your own knowledge on what
you missed in class while you were texting,”
said Swendseid.
“Same punishment as of right now,” said
another anonymous student.
“Just like writing notes-they are distracted
and aren’t listening,” said the anonymous
teacher.
As far as the policy enforcement goes,
I believe it is only being enforced in some
classes. Not all teachers punish you for texting; in some classes they give you a warning
first. In others, they don’t care if you text. A
lot of the time teachers will take your phone
away, especially if they see you digging in
your backpack.
“Depends on the teacher,” said Knaus.
“It is being enforced but teachers need to
be aware of what’s going on in their classes,”
said anonymous.
“It is enforced sometimes,” said the
anonymous teacher.
I believe we should be able to text inbetween classes and during lunch. Who
would we be disturbing in-between classes,
when no one is in classes? Everyone in the
lunchroom is talking anyways, so how would
we be distracting people if we are on our
phones?
“I think we should be allowed to. There
is no harm in it and we aren’t in the classroom,” said Knaus

“I think you should be able to text at
lunch and in-between classes because it’s
not affecting learning or anything,” said
Swendseid
“As long as you text in the safe areas
in-between classes, than it’s perfectly fine.
I think we should be able to text during
lunch,” said anonymous.
“Again-it’s a distraction-between classes
no-lunch ok,” said the anonymous teacher.
Associate Principal Mr. Jon Strandell,
took time to answer these questions from his
point-of-view. When asked what he thought
of the phone policy his reply was, “I think
the phone policy is one that is quite fair. It
acknowledges a students desire to check
messages, if necessary while at the same
time protecting academic time”.
“Teachers can take their phones and turn
them in to associate principles. From there,
the school policy will be followed regarding phones and contacting parents,” said Mr.
Strandell when asked what can be done with
students who text in class.
Does he think the phone policy is being
enforced? “ I get phones from teachers and
confiscate them myself when I witness inappropriate use. I am not in classrooms often
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enough to know if students are texting more
often, than phones are being confiscated,”
said Strandell.
“There are “safe zones” in the entry ways
of Central for students to use if they need
to text. If you are asking my opinion-I am
not sure there is a need for students to check
messages during the school day. Important
messages can be given to students via the
office.” said Strandell.
When asked why students are not allowed
to text during lunch or in-between classes,
his reply was, “They are allowed to text in
the “safe zones”.
Even though there is a phone policy at
Central, students still text in class. Personally
I believe that if we were able to text inbetween classes or at lunch some kids may
not text as much in class.
I think that if students get caught in class
texting, they first should have a warning. If
they text again they should have their phone
taken away for the class period. If they get
caught again it should be sent to the principal’s office for the rest of the day. If they text
in class it should be taken away, sent to the
principal’s office and your parents have to go
pick it up.
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Your New Year’s
Resolutions
shouldn’t wait for
January 1st

By Samantha Praus
Editor
As the new-year approaches, many people
will begin to reflect on the events of the
concluding year and will probably even make
a resolution or two. Whether about changing
old habits, finding “the one,” or simply losing
those extra holiday pounds, these goals are
fueled with enthusiasm and confidence. The
attraction of this festive date springs from what
most people seek, a rewind button. As a symbol of hope and new beginnings, the new-year
sparks a feeling of endless possibilities and
excitement for change, but how many people
really follow through the next year with such
fiery motivation? The sad fact is most of these
resolutions fail before the arrival of spring.
According to John Nortcross of Scranton University, 46% of resolutions are forgotten before
February.
Shocking? Not really. The whole ‘hype’
of New Years being a magical day of life
changing epiphanies is obviously misguided,
but seeking self improvement for the new year
isn’t a ridiculous goal nor unattainable.
The main problem with common resolutions
is their focus on the expectations of others.
Whether it’s to quit smoking or eat healthier,
the fuel must come from one’s own desires
to be better instead of by what others say or
the influence from a magazine. True change
takes determination and unrelenting commitment, and that begins with a personal choice
of change. Resolutions should be central and
fundamentally important to you.
Another issue is that goals often cause stress
because you see a distance between where you
are and where you want to be. This gap can
lead to simply giving up- but that’s missing the
point. The whole idea of setting a single goal
is great for focusing, but seeking improvement
should be a constant cycle instead of one idea,

one set time limit, one reward.
Coming off the holidays and back into
the daily routines of reality is never the most
pleasant thing, so why choose this time to
begin a self-overhaul? There are 364 days
just as equally deserving of a special mark on
their calendar box, so it just makes no sense to
await one particular day to make a decision.
Confident choices are based on what really
matters to you and where you see yourself in
the future, not giddy holiday promises pushed
by lifestyle gurus.
But if you feel the spirit of change bubbling within this New-Year’s Day, consider it
a blank page in a book called possibility, focus
on what is truly and personally important to
you. Although future possibilities are enticing,
time doesn’t cease to pass, so enjoy the present
moments with friends and family, and as an
anonymous person once said, cheers to a New
Year and another chance to get it right.

Why is there so
much controversy
about Christmas?

By Kayla Simpson
Staff Writer
Christmas has been the subject of both
controversy and criticism from many different
sources. The first documented Christmas controversy was Christian led. For many centuries,
many Christian writers accepted that Christmas
was the actual date on which Jesus was born
even though others believed that the birth
likely happened in the spring during lambing
season. The New Testament gives no date or
year for Jesus’ birth. People of Jewish faith
do not believe that Jesus Christ is the divine
savior so they don’t celebrate Christmas, they
celebrate Hanukkah during this time of year.
However, in the early eighteenth century,

scholars began proposing alternative explanations. Isaac Newton argued that the date of
Christmas was selected to correspond with the
winter solstice, which in ancient times was
marked on December 25. Even though there
are many different views upon Christmas, I
believe Christmas is for giving and hoping for
others.
Christmas wasn’t even a holiday that Christians in the United States came up with. Americans took other holidays from other countries
and added their own twist. Christmas wasn't a
holiday in early America, in fact Congress was
in session on December 25, 1789, the country's
first Christmas under the new constitution.
Christmas was declared a federal holiday in the
United States on June 26, 1870. Here are some
facts that I found on ChristmashistoryinAmerica.com. Each year, 30-35 million real Christmas trees are sold in the United States alone.
There are 21,000 Christmas tree growers in the
United States, and trees usually grow for about
15 years before they are sold. In the middle
Ages, Christmas celebrations were rowdy and
raucous a lot like today's Mardi Gras parties.
From 1659 to 1681, the celebration of
Christmas was outlawed in Boston, and lawbreakers were fined five shillings. The first
eggnog made in the United States was consumed in Captain John Smith's 1607 Jamestown settlement. In 1773 Santa first appeared
in the media as St. A Claus. In 1920's the image of Santa had been standardized to portray
a bearded, over-weight, jolly man dressed in a
red suit with white trim. Christmas traditions
have evolved throughout history.
There are many myths about Christmas. One
Christmas myth is that candy canes represent
the blood and purity of Christ. The reality is
that candy canes are just a simple sugary treat.
They weren't even red and white initially. Are
poinsettia plants really dangerous for homes
with children and pets? Nope. The rumor has
been a conspiracy started by someone who
didn't want to spend money on the school's
poinsettia fund raiser. As proven by recent
studies, poinsettia plants are non-toxic.
In Greek legend, malicious creatures called
Kallikantzaroi played troublesome pranks at
Christmas time. In order to get rid of them, salt
or an old shoe is burnt. The pungent burning
stench drives off, or at least helps discourage,
the Kallikantzaroi. Other techniques include
hanging a pig’s jawbone by the door and keeping a large fire so they can’t sneak down the
chimney.
In America gift giving is an important part
of our culture and how Christians celebrate
Christmas. As you can see Christmas is a big
part of American culture and huge money maker. So this Christmas give and don’t take, have
an amazing Christmas break and New Year.
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Why I Like to Run
By Paul Shafer
Staff Writer
I like to run. Some people may find it hard
to understand how somebody could like to do
something like running. Something that can be
uncomfortable, exhausting, even painful. Well,
here is my explanation. I like running because
I like the challenge. The challenge I face with
every stride I take. I like the feeling of accomplishment I get when I get back from a run, just
knowing that I’ve just made myself a little bit
stronger.
Running is just as important mentally as it is
physically. Running is always an ongoing battle
of part of me wanting to give up, and the other
part of me pushing on. I love finding that part of
myself that refuses to give up.
The feeling of running a race faster than I
ever have before is great. This lets me know that
all of my hard training has been worth it.
Teammates are also a huge reason I enjoy
running. Teammates can encourage, and push
me into achieving my goals. Every runner has
moments where they just don’t think they can
keep going on, but with teammates to encourage
me, I can push past those moments. Every year
my teammates and I set goals, some individual,
and some team, and without team mates none of
these goals could be possible.

Would you like to have your
writing published in the
Centralian? Talk to adviser,
Mr. Berglund, in room #22 if
you would like to be a
Centralian contributor.
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Is the goth movement among teens almost gone?
By Juli Ruud
Staff Writer
The setting is the early 80’s. A new age is
emerging, a culture being born. Teased hair, pasty
white make-up, a sea of black make-up and clothing and ideas. This is the beginning of Goth. With
bands such as The Bauhaus, Siouxsie and the Banshees, Joy Division and The Cure, rebellious teens
and even a slightly older population began casting
away popular Americanized culture and embraced
a darker lifestyle. Goth was in its fetal stage, and
soon it would be birthed into a world not yet ready
for its arrival.
The essence of ‘goth’ is, or was, that of basically taking things mainstream society deemed
taboo, such as many of the much darker aspects
of life, such as suicide, depression, and a type of
nonconformity unheard of at the time. In modern
times, depression is a worldwide problem, as is
suicide, but roughly thirty years ago America
wasn’t willing to speak of such problems so easily.
Because of that, the goth culture attempted to
bring it to light.
They wanted to bring a different side of life
to an American population that didn’t seem to
understand or even attempt to try. Compared to
the immense hippie movement that had been occurring mere years ago, the gothic culture was a
drastic change. Gone were the days of struggling
for freedom and begging for change with rallies
and protests and bright colors. Goths wanted
change as well, but what they wanted and how
they went about it was much different than any
typical protest.
Goths found a type of beauty in what was
deemed ‘morbid.’ Abandoned, decaying buildings,
death, suffering, insufferable dread, and feelings of horror. Gothic fashion inspirations came
from every source imaginable. Everything from
Victorian fashion to obscure B-Movies to lines
from song lyrics. They were a growing generation
unhappy with how society was turning out, and
so cast it away from themselves, instead seeking
solace in the shadows. And that was so goth.
Along with fashion inspiration came gothic
icons. They simply oozed dread and had an air of
death about them, if perceived the right way. Some
of the icons for Goths were Siouxsie Sioux, lead
singer of Siouxsie and the Banshees, Theda Bara,
a femme fatale from the 1910’s, Robert Smith, the
lead singer of The Cure, Bela Lugosi and Bettie
Page.
Bela Lugosi was in particular a large icon in
the gothic world. Cast as the original Dracula, he
was later typecast into other horror villains, and
starred in the movies Murders in the Rue Morgue,
The Raven, and Son of Frankenstein.
All these icons had something in common. A
pale complexion, smoky black eyeshadow. All
were involved in something completely estranged
from how society ran. A horror movie villain, lead
singers with lyrics focused on death and heartache
and sorrow, a fetish model/pin-up girl.
Goths even had their own nightclub – The

(from left to right): Stacia Swenson, Juli Stephenson, Caitlin Goering, Juli Ruud, Natasha Stadstad

Batcave. Located In London’s Soho, it opened in
mid-1982, to the astonishment and joy of many
London goths. There they had their sanctuary.
Speaks blasting the Sisters of Mercy and The
Birthday Party. Other goths to talk about the best
ways to rip their tights and tease their hair.
And all though it’s now clear what inspired
goths, what were they truly about? It’s been made
obvious they wanted to go against America. Researcher Maxim Frank put it well:
“Goth is a revolt against the slick fashions
of the 1970’s disco era and a protest against the
colorful pastels and extravagance of the 1980’s.
Black hair, dark clothing and pale complexions
provide the basic look of the Goth Dresser. One
can paradoxically argue that the Goth look is one
of deliberate overstatement as just a casual look at
the heavy emphasis on dark flowing capes, ruffled
cuffs, pale makeup and dyed hair demonstrate a
modern- day version of late Victorian excess.”
Goth continued for several years, gaining more
influence from Anne Rice, a popular novelist most
well known for her series The Vampire Chronicles, who took vampires (which were already a
popular object of affection for goths), and spun
a more tragic and emotional tale for them, Tim
Burton, a popular film director, the works of
Jhonen Vasquez, who is most noted for his work
as creator and writer of Invader Zim.
Because of these popular, more mainstream
works, goth found itself being somehow…popularized. Goth was becoming more of a fashion
statement than it’d ever been. Fewer and fewer
people were dressing ‘goth’ because they wanted
change, and more were doing it because they
found it aesthetically pleasing. Gothic clothing

was becoming mass produced, with a brand name
on the tag.
With the arrival of Hot Topic in the early
1990’s, aspiring goths could merely take a trip to
their local mall and purchase their mesh shirts and
flowing Victorian gowns there- or alternatively,
have their parents buy it for them. But there was
already a fashion change stirring in the core of
what a goth was.
Fewer goths were adorning their elegant neoromantic gowns, and instead a strange fashion
was forming, perhaps because it was easier to
get ready for school that morning. Fishnets under
band tees, and a style of baggy, chained pants
known as ‘Tripps,’ called that because of the
clothing line they came from.
One could say goths somewhat merged with
heavy metal and punk aspects to create a more
popularized version of the three, which many
teenage goths quickly accepted into their lifestyle.
Goth kids quickly went from worshipping Bela
Lugosi and Robert Smith to Tim Burton and
Jhonen Vasquez.
Bands such as KoRn and Linkin Park quickly
became popular in gothic eyes. Marilyn Manson
and Nine Inch Nails were also popular amongst
gothic circles, and Marilyn Manson would be associated with them for years to come.
A moment of pause here, actually. Although
Marilyn Manson is often considered a goth icon,
he himself, and his music is not considered goth.
It’s more of a type of shock rock, in the vein of
Alice Cooper and Ozzy Osbourne. Many goths
themselves will state that Marilyn Manson is
not goth. Nonetheless, he still remains popular
amongst the alternative crowd.

And with this new generation, much like a drop
of black dye in a pitcher of water, goth quickly became diluted. At one point, a goth was considered
the black-lipsticked, heavy eyelinered, Victorian
styled nightmare. But with goth’s quickly rising
popularity, a teenager could be called goth merely
for wearing a heavy metal band tee and a mesh
shirt.
And so, throughout the nineties, goth became
something akin to a marketable trend. Teenagers
wanting to rebel against their parental units merely
needed to head to the nearest mall and buy their
rebellion. Goth was the melting pot for every
person angry at America’s society, but didn’t know
what to do about it other than dress themselves in
black.
With the coming of the twentieth century, there
were two new cultures entering the teen world,
‘emo’ and ‘scene.’ The trends became popular
almost instantaneously. The younger generation
that missed out on goth in the nineties ate up
everything presented to them in this new form.
What goths once were quickly lost its shape
and form. Newer fads and fashions were taking
over. The sea of black quickly turned to tights
pants and neon colors. Black fishnet tights and
combat boots became a rare combination. Tutus
were taking over the world.
Indie bands were becoming more popular, and
even heavy metal quickly began changing into
something else. Hot Topic’s walls were once
black to black, but no more. Trenchcoats sold
almost exclusively during the holidays, a decent
pair of fishnets hard to come by.
I can’t remember the last time I saw a person
my age dressed to depress like in the old days.
I’ve seen the band tee goth, the ‘too much
eyeliner’ goth, and the ‘Hot Topic’ goth. I can’t
recall meeting a single teenaged person wearing
black fishnet and some boots. Teased and ratted
black hair morphed into a type of scene mullet,
with bright colors and a hair frying-ly powerful
bleached blonde color.
I can’t relate to my own generation anymore.
My daydreams of candied skulls and being carried away by a winged hearse into the cemeteries
overflowing with the living dead are mine and
mine alone.
I’m not insulting these new fashions, although
they are far from my cup of tea. But they’re something I find myself unable and unwilling to get
into. I’m content with my night terrors being filled
with hopes of perhaps finding a classic goth,
But perhaps there is a rare hope for goth. Goth
has reinvented itself and evolved into several
subgenres such as cybergoths and rivetheads. A
more extreme look for a more extreme generation. And although perhaps it may seem fated for
destruction, online there are groups and communities for the gothic types, and there the good old
goths from a generation before still gather. These
mid-twenties goths know where it’s at. And I’m
looking forward to joining them soon.
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2012: A great action movie and/or a prophecy?
By Tia Heffernan
Staff Writer
The Solstice on December 21, 2012
precisely at 11:11 AM Universal Time marks
the completion of the 5,125-year Great Cycle
of the Ancient Maya Long Count Calendar.
Rather than being a linear end-point, this
cycle that is closing is naturally followed by
the start of a new cycle. What this new cycle
has in store for humanity is a mystery that
has yet to unfold...2012 is also considered
the completion of the 26,000 year Precession
of the Equinoxes cycle, and some say it also
signifies the end of a 104,000 year cycle. The
December 21, 2012 date is specifically referring to the completion of the Ancient Maya's
Long Count Calendar, known as the 13
Baktun Cycle, or Great Cycle. The research
of John Major Jenkins reveals the Maya birthplace of this calendar system as Izapa, which
is located near the Guatemala border in the
Mexican State of Chiapas.
Today they made a movie called 2012.
It came to theater everywhere November
13. It was about the sun producing massive
solar flares and it is heating up the earth’s
core. The earth becomes over heated and the
tectonic plates start to move. While that is
happening the world is slowly falling apart.
In the United States it starts destroying the
west coast starting with California and making its way to the mid-west and over to the
East Coast. Brazil and Paris are destroyed as
well. In the movie a whole family lives in the
struggle for survival. But the army also makes
some arcs that save a lot of people.
People had mixed opinions about the movie.
We asked them what their favorite part in the
movie?
Senior, Alexis Thiery said, “ My favorite
part was when the scientist stood up for the
rest of the people who couldn’t get on the arc
and convinced the other head of the country to
let them in.”
Sophomore, Alec Hepper said, “ The part
when the group was trying to sneak onto the

arc under the animals. It was pretty bomb
when the main character saved everyone by
unclogging the door gear with his son.”
Ms. Andrea Charliebois said, “I loved the
special effects, the visuals carried the movie
and it was action packed.
What was your least favorite part?
Ms. Andrea Charliebois, “ The story line
wasn’t that solid and it was a bit long.
“When all those people in India and when
the president dies. It was sad.” Said Alexis
Thiery.
Alec Hepper said, “ The part when Sasha
dies trying to stop the plane from going over
the edge. I liked that guy.”
Would you go see it again?
Alec Hepper, “ Oh! Fo Sho!”
Alexis Thiery, “ I’ve seen it twice already
and I would totally go see it again.”
Ms. Andrea Charliebois, “Yes”
Additional Comments
Alexis Thiery, “ This was a great movie.”
Ms. Andrea Charliebois, “I did enjoy the
movie, an action thriller.”
Alec Hepper, “ Awesome Movie”

Very funny Four Christmases out on DVD
By Bishop Jensen
The Christmas movie starring Vince
Vaughn, Reese Witherspoon is fun and hilarious. Directed by Seth Gordon, Four Christmases is a comedy that was just released
on DVD this fall (November 24, 2009) The
movie is about this couple Brad (Vaughn)
and Kate (Witherspoon) struggling to visit all
four divorced parents on Christmas Day.
I think the movie was very well written, by

the screen play writers Matt Allen and Caleb
Wilson. The movie grossed $163,578,712.00
and had a budget of $80,000,000.00. The producers were Gary Barber, Roger Birnbaum,
Jonathan Glickman. The movie’s tagline is:
His father, her mother, his mother and her
father all in one day.
If you didn’t see this movie in the theaters,
check it out over Christmas break and make
your Christmas a little jollier.
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Album Review

Nothing Personal by All Time Low

By Natasha Stadstad
Staff Writer
All Time Low released a recent album on
September 14th this year. They started recording the album January 2009. The album
was named from lyrics in the second song on
the CD “Break Your Little Heart.”
According to Alternative Press, Alex Gaskarth explained in an interview “Our music
explains all the troubles we’ve been through.
It has many things. This time, we tried to
explore something a little bit deeper. We’re
exploring some new moods, which is pretty
cool.” The first song released to the public
was “Weightless.” The CD has some of All
Time Low fans favorite songs, like Weightless, Sick Little Games, Hello Brooklyn, and
Walls. All Time Low, and Mark Hoppus
wrote a song for the Nothing Personal CD
but the song just didn’t make the cut.
With lyrics like “Maybe it’s not my
weekend, but it’s gunna be my year. And I’m
so sick of watching while the minutes pass
as I go nowhere.” It’s an inspiring and fairly
humorous CD.
Just like any other music lover who is
inspired by a bands music, dedication to
music, or lyrics, this CD sends out inspiring
messages through each of their songs if you

listen closely enough to each song and lyrics.
Like listening to the lyrics in “Keep The
Change, You Filthy Animal.” “So vindictive,
you’ll say anything you like. The smile you
fake, the steps you take. You know you never
could get it right.”
“We’re one of the last bands who have
had much luck and success that have actually
toured in vans. And I’m not trying to talk
bad on anyone else, and however they get
to where they are, and that’s awesome for
them,” he told MTV News in an interview.
“But I think the days of the Paramores and
Fall Out Boys, are sort of coming to an end.
It will come back, for sure, but we definitely
ground it for a few years before we could
even think about going up to a bus or playing
in a room to more than 400 kids…. I wish
more bands could experience that.”
So all you little band posers, groupies, and
any other music freaks who adore crappy
music, with beats that aren’t good at all,
combined with hair obsessed band mates
who are crazier than a bunch of four year
olds, who write immature lyrics that make no
sense at all, including music videos that no
one can stand. Then I suggest you go out and
buy All Time Low’s new CD……Nothing
Personal.

Top grossing movies released in
2009 in the USA

Gross
Movie
402,076,689 Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen
301,948,049 Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
292,913,068 Up
277,283,642 The Hangover
257,704,099 Star Trek
255,363,052 The Twilight Saga: New Moon
198,255,437 Monsters vs Aliens
196,519,585 Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs
179,883,016 X-Men Origins: Wolverine
177,233,619 Night at the Museum II
Source: www.imdb.com
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Reality Baby gives teens a reality check about being a young parent
Mckenzie Thiery
Staff Writer
Most teenagers don’t plan to start having
children while they are still in high school,
but the reality is that it does happen. In Mrs.
Peterson’s Child Development class at Central,
students get the chance to see how it feels to
have a baby and how it feels to be pregnant.
Once you have taken this class, you will understand how stressful a baby can be and how
hard it is to be pregnant. Image having to carry
around 20 extra pounds, all day for 9 months.
Meet the Reality Baby.
The Reality Baby experience is very
beneficial for students. People often indicate
that taking care of a baby is harder than people
actually realized. It's not something you can
do just when you feel like it. Parents/caregivers are on the job 24/7, 365 days a year.
Babies are pretty demanding because they are
so completely dependent of their caregivers
for every need they have. It can be scary and
frustrating when you can't figure out why the
Reality Baby is crying. Its sounds are actual
recording of baby's voices--they are so real!
When they cry and don't get the care they need,
it makes MY blood pressure start to rise! Taking care of a real baby is very similar, but a real
baby won't stop crying after 3 minutes like the
REALITY BABY! And if a real baby doesn't
get head support, or is mishandled or shaken
it can result in life long injuries or even death,
according to Mrs. Peterson.
Although the Reality Babies don't cuddle
and interact like a real baby, they also don't
emit the more unpleasant smells associated
with babies and they don't spit up, either! “The
most common response I get from students is
that they get a taste of how time consuming
it is, how much work it is to take care of an
infant and that they realize they don't want to
be parents for a long time!” said Mrs. Peterson.
“What I want them to learn is that having a
child is a full-time job and requires a commitment to put someone else's needs before
your own--forever. It's a joy and a challenge.
It offers great rewards but at the same time
requires great responsibility. I want students to
be prepared with realistic expectations should
they choose to become parents at some time
in the future. If they make that choice, I hope
that the information they learn in my class will
help them to be the kind of parent every child
deserves.”
The Pregnancy Profile Vest offers wearers an opportunity to "feel" what it's like to
be pregnant. The extra bulk, weight and heat
(from the warm water and excess exertion) give
a taste of what it's like to carry a child. Students have been taking turns wearing the Vest

Child Development students Brenna Sweinseid and Maiah Minkler hold the Reality Babies.
(Photo by Mckenzie Thiery)
during class--most have thought that's long
enough! Sometimes they venture from our
basement classroom up to the third floor to see
how difficult it is. As you would guess, it's a
LOT harder with the Vest and it's added weight
and bulk! They also notice that it's harder to
do many normal, daily activities including
sitting in a desk! Some Prenatal Parenting
classes, such as those offered at hospitals, use
this type of vest to help fathers understand
the significant physical changes caused by
pregnancy. They are sometimes referred to as
"empathy bellies"--the theory would be that by
understanding the woman's predicament, the
father would feel "empathetic" toward her as
she faces the physical challenges of pregnancy.
Using the Vest in class offers students that
same "empathy" experience, according to Mrs.
Peterson.
“That depends on two separate factors-what level of care the Reality Baby is set at by
the teacher and how well the Reality Baby is
being attended to by the students. I set the care
level at what might be referred to as "medium"
-- not too easy, but not too difficult. I can't
control the actual times the Reality Baby will
need care, but the average would be 24 care
episodes (when the baby "goes off") in a 24hour period. I send them out after school and
they are returned in the morning, so students
only have them for 16 hours (less if they need
"quiet time" during sport practice or other
activities),” said Mrs. Peterson.
If the student doesn't attend to the Reality

Baby, it will shut off after 3 minutes of crying.
The "missed care episode" is recorded within
the baby and it will "go off" again with about
10-15 minutes to give the student another
chance--perhaps to redeem themselves as
caregivers! In essence, the better the student
is at meeting the needs of the Reality Baby, the
less the baby will cry. Sort of like life (sometimes!), according to Mrs.Peterson.
The Reality Baby was developed by a
rocket scientist (really...) in order to simulate
the demands/needs of infants. They are used
in schools throughout the country, possibly
in other countries, as well. In Family and
Consumer Science departments the Reality
Baby is most often used in conjunction with
Child Development/Child Care curriculum.
The Baby is computerized, weighted and has
sensors that record care attempts, missed care
episodes, improper handling such as wrong
position (head down, upside down, etc.), rough
handling, shaking and lack of head support.
The Reality Baby uses real baby recordings to
indicate awake/alert, crying (different pitch,
volume, intensity), cooing, burping, etc, according to Mrs. Peterson.
When the Reality Baby cries, the student
caregiver must "chime in" with their ID bracelet and proceed to determine why the baby is
crying. There are sensors in the baby's mouth
that respond when the RB Bottle is provided.
If the baby needs a diaper change, the student
caregiver must actually switch the diaper
currently worn to the spare diaper provided in

the diaper bag. There are sensors in the baby's
backside as well as in the diaper, so it can
tell if the diaper was changed. If Baby needs
to burp, the student caregiver must literally
hold and pat the baby on their shoulder until a
small burp is heard. Rocking is the fourth type
of care episode that is possible. It requires
a gentle swaying (rocking) motion, which
is sensed by the baby. When proper care is
provided, the Baby will sound a small "coo"
sound to indicate success! All information is
"downloaded" from the Reality Baby when it
is returned by the student. Grading is based on
the percent of proper care during the assignment period, according to Mrs. Peterson.
“The Pregnancy Profile Vest is made to
simulate some of the physical aspects of
pregnancy. There is a Velcro band worn just
snugly under the base of the ribs and a vest,
which holds a weighted bag that sits against
the lower abdomen with the abdominal “cavity”, and a water filled "bladder" that rests fully
against the wearer's stomach. The bladder also
contains a weighted object (feels like a small
shot-put meant to simulate the fetus), which
can shift with the water bladder to mimic
fetal movement. ***This is a new item I just
received last month--I'm still learning about it
and need to check the handbook tomorrow at
school,” said Mrs. Peterson.
Each Reality Baby costs $500, plus extra
cost for the clothing, diapers, bottles, wristbands, etc. They have car seats, diaper bags,
and a stroller, as well, to be used when students
are caring for the Reality Babies outside of
school. The pregnant belly is also $500. It’s not
computerized like the Reality Babies are.
When it comes to taking care of a baby,
there is no substitute for the real thing, but the
Reality Baby is pretty close. It definitely makes
teenagers think twice about being a parent too
early in their lives.
Teem Pregnancy Facts
Teen pregnancy rates in the United States declined steadily from 1991 to 2005—from 60 out
of 1000 teenagers in 1991 to 40.5 out of 1000 in
2005. However, the teen pregnancy rate increased
for two years in a row in 2006 and 2007—to more
than 42 out of 1000. Approximately one-third of
young women in the United States become pregnant during their teens. More than 80% of teen
pregnancies are unintended and unintentional.
Declining teen pregnancy rates are thought to be
attributed to more effective birth control practice
and decreased sexual activity among teens. Still,
teenage pregnancy rates remain high and approximately 1 million teenage girls become pregnant each year in the United States. About 13% of
U.S. births involve teen mothers and about 25%
of teenage girls who give birth have another baby
within 2 years
Source: Women’s Health Channel
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Top 10 Christmas movies according to Central Students
1. Elf- 41%
2. A Christmas Story- 22%
3. How the Grinch Stole Christmas- 13%
4. The Santa Claus- 9%
5. A Christmas Carol- 5%
6. Nightmare Before Christmas- 3%
7. Rudolf the Red Nose Reindeer- 2%
8. Home Alone- 2%
9. Christmas Vacation- 2%
10. Other 2%
By Samantha Walker
Staff Writer
(100 GFC students surveyed)
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Top 10 Worst
Christmas
Presents

By Jack Rockwell
Staff writer
10. Socks: Who wants socks for Christmas?
I mean seriously, that is definitely on any list.

9. Food: Like a jelly set. Really, how long
was it on the shelf?
8. A sweater from your grandma that is 2
sizes to big: Ugh! I’m sure we have all had
one of those Christmases where you unwrap
the gift and go “oh, a sweater”.
7. A Chia pet: Now I’m sure there are people out there who like chia pets but, they are
useless. All you do is add seeds and water,
then you have a rock covered in grass that
takes a couple weeks to go. Here’s a quicker
idea. Find a rock and glue grass to it.
6. A gift certificate: This is a way of saying
“I don’t know you, so I’m going even going
to try.”

GFC students attend Central Region DECA Conference in Twin Cities
Almost 3,000 students from all over the
upper Midwest attend DECA’s Central Region
conference in Minneapolis, MN. The trip offered the students an opportunity to learn from
business representatives what its like to run
a business, tips on competing at state DECA,
and life lessons by attending workshops.
Members that attended got a behind the scenes
tour of the Target Center. We also experienced
the Holidazzle parade, Mall of America, and
a tour of the University of Minnesota bookstore. Grand Forks Central DECA had twelve
students attending the conference: Sean Cano,
Tyler Borst, Riley Qualley, Justine Middleton,
Kristijana Dogan, Jennifer Bernier, Krystal
Gaetz, Serianna Henkel, Malena Hackett,
Chelcie Coons, Brianna Black, and Taylor
Lund. The conference was an over all great
experience and we hope to attend next years in
conference in Chicago.
--Article Contributed

5. Musical Boxer shorts: This one is pretty
self-explanatory because who wants to hear
jingle bells every time you move? This gift
is like a really bad sitcom; funny for maybe a
minute, then just annoying.
4. A fruit cake: You can’t eat the stuff
because it is so nasty! So why gift it? I have
never known anybody that actually bought a
fruitcake to eat.
3. Toilet Paper: This actually a practical
gift, unless you prefer leaves in the woods,
but this may really be a hint to you that you
run out at your house which is about one of
the worst things you can do to a guest who
comes over.
2. Anything for a computer, but no computer. Now that is just plain stupid. Unless,
you told someone exactly what you needed
for you computer, chances are they are going
to buy something completely random.
1. Deodorant: Everybody needs it, but if
someone is buying it for you, that’s a major
hint.
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Girls’ Basketball team looks strong
By Isaac Hale
Staff Writer
After a good season last year, the Central girls basketball team looks to have an even
better season this year. Last year, the Knights went 15-7 overall and 13-3 in conference
play. And the fact that they did a lot of this without a key starter, junior Courtney Hammer, for most of the year brings a lot of hope for this year.
They have played two games so far against Jamestown and Grafton Jamestown won
by a small margin, with the Knights in it up until the very end. However, Jamestown
is not an EDC team, so the game doesn’t have a big effect on the Knights. It just allows them to build off of a loss and learn from their mistakes before they start playing
conference games. In the Grafron win, Caitlin Farroh had an amazing 29 points and 29
rebounds.
“Since we have 5 players with varsity experience, we should have a winning season.
Our bench will just need to develop some experience by playing, “said Hammer.
Only four players from last year’s team graduated, meaning that most of their key
players should be returning.
Hammer and fellow junior Caitlin Farroh are two of those players. Each averaged
above 10 points per game last year as sophomores. Farroh finished the season averaging 14.6 points and 11.5 rebounds per game. Hammer was averaging 12.3 points per
game before an injury ended her season.
Both Hammer and Farroh agreed that overall team rebounding was a concern for this
season, but what this team may lack in size, they make up for in athleticism and quickness. Only one experienced player is above 5’9” tall, but they have quite a few players
who can shoot and others who can penetrate defenses well. This should help them wear
defenses down, allowing them to score a lot of points late in games.
As this team is very young, they have a couple of sophomores and juniors who will
play varsity this year. “Three young players we are expecting to make an impact for us
this season are junior, Jennifer Erickson, and sophomores, Brianna Bacon and Michaela
Johnson,” Coach Brent Hintz said.
“We hope to finally make it to state and finish towards the top during the regular
season. By the end of the season, I want to be a state champion,” Farroh said.

Central wrestling team build around solid
seniors and talented sophomores
By Kayla Simpson
Staff writer
This year we have another great group
of wrestlers. Central’s wrestling team lost
their opening dual at Valley City 45-31 but
beat Devils Lake 37-28. The GF Sertoma
Dual Tournament where Central Jamestown, Devils Lake and Valley City to take
the consolation championship.
Key returners for the team this year
areMatt Wright, James Wright, Erik Jones,
T.J Poole, Sabre Schill, Kaccee Morin,
Caleb Kobliansky, Alex Randle, Jeremy
Zahradka, Gabe Gourneau.
Top newcomers are Jacob Thompson,
Bryce Fish, and Rogan Mesteth,”
“Our younger wrestlers need to learn
how to stay off their backs. Our experienced wrestlers need to work on pinning.”
Coach Matt Berglund said.

James Wright commented on something’s they need to improve on are “Not
giving up bonus points in duals.”
Matt Wright another key athlete stated
that there main goal for the season is to
“make state and have more than five state
placers.”
So far the team 6-3 in duals which
already eclipses last year’s win total of 5
wins in 23 duals.
Berglund said the the team has good
depth as several back-ups have already
had to step in for injuried starters. While
other teams seem to have less and less
wrestlers out each year, the Knights have
over 30 on the team, the most they have
had in many years.
So if you are not doing any thing come
out and watch your wrestling team kick
butt.
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Winter Sports’ Preview

KnightRiders’ have a new coach and high hopes
Staff Writer
By Tia Heffernan
This year the Knight Riders have started
off this season with a good start. On December 1 playing at Devils Lake they won
1-0. Then on December 4, 2009 they played
Dickinson and won 13-4. Then on December
5, they played Mandan and also won 15-0.
Darin Schumacher, the girl’s hockey
coach, said some of his key returnees this
year are Jessica Lentz, Emily Raymond, Kim
Brossart, Ali Sondreal (RR-Goalie).Some of
the top newcomers are Ashley Becker (Freshman RR), Nicole Novak (Freshman RR),
Jaiden Hansen (Sophomore RR). Schumacher’s expectations “I expect the girls to skate
their hardest every time they touch the ice.”
He said team defense is our strength. “We
understand that playing strong in our end of
the rink is our key to winning. We will need
to improve on our shooting. We will need to
continue this in order to be successful and
our main goal is to win the state tournament.”
This year girls are Jessica Lentz (10)
she is a junior. Jaiden Hansen (3) she is a
sophomore. Adrienne Barber (5) she is a
senior. Ashley Becker (14) she is a freshman.
Kimberly Brossart (7) she is a junior. Nicole
Novak (15) she is freshman. Emily Raymond
(19) she is a junior. Brenna Nakonechny (2)
she is a sophomore. Brenna Swenseid (16)
she is a junior. Erin Wysocki (4) she is a
junior. Megan Campbell (17) she is a senior.
Caitlin Knoell (6) she is a junior. Alexis
Dahl (18) she is a freshman. Ali Sondreal (1)
she is a junior. Mariah Snustad (8) she is a
sophomore. Maddie Frank (9) she is a junior.
Julie Johnson (11) she is a senior.
Even though girls from both Central and

Red River make up the team, they all represent Grand Forks.
“We’re not playing for the name on the
back, we’re playing for the name on the
front.” said Junior Kim Brossart “My expectations are for me. I will help put that puck
in the net and help make the plays happen.
I will help them to keep skating hard! We
will work as a team so we make it to that
championship game.”
Junior Emily Raymond said, “to work to
get there as a team and stay positive. Junior
Jessica Lentz, “to have fun and just play
hockey.”
The team will look to improve certain
areas. Raymond said, “ Shooting the puck.
We try to be to fancy with it. Garbage goals
are what win games.” Lentz, “ We just need
to take the season one game at a time.”
My individual goal is my shooting and
makes it beyond highschool and play. I am
good at making the plays happen, but not
good at shooting. I need to make some more
extra time to shoot and get the puck of my
stick faster, and hopefully just keep improving my shooting.” Brossart said.
Lentz said the main goal for the end of
the season is to be able to play 9 periods of
great hockey. Raymond conferred, “ Is that
even a question? To win the last three games
of the season.” Brossart, “Our team goal for
your team is that we’ll win state. We just got
to keep working hard on and off the ice as
a team. We are a good group of skaters this
year; just got to focus on keep working hard
and we will make it to the state championship game.”
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Hockey team won’t settle for second
By Justin Gerzewski
Staff Writer
This year the hockey team holds high expectations of winning a state title. Four games into
the year this already looks like a huge possibility. Going undefeated in the first four games
of the year they have scored 23 goals on the
opposition while only letting in one. This goal
differential is due to the teams tight defense,
and strong offense.
A major factor for this year’s hockey team
is that many of the players already have varsity
experience. 17 of the 22 players lettered last
year, of those 17 people 11 of them have at
least three years of varsity experience. The
defensive line up has Danny Ray a senior, who
was elected for All-State honors, and David
Nelson a senior with three years of experience.
The offense has seniors Justin Moody who was
nominated for All-State honors, and Brenden
Gust who has three years of varsity experience, also on the offense is junior Casey Purpur
another All-State pick from last year. Although

there are many key returning athletes, there
is also a couple of top new comers this year.
Freshman Luke Johnson is a top newcomer;
he played forward for Red River Last year on
a state champion team.
“ He brings experience of winning a state
title and is a very talented, smart hockey
player.” Bina said.
Another top newcomer this year is Eric
Melland a first year sophomore who plays
goalie for JV and sits Varsity.
This year the team’s biggest goal is to win
a state title; they have several other goals that
will prepare them for this. “Becoming a tight
knit team, developing a strong work ethic,
along with our talent will give us a very good
chance accomplish the goals that we set to
accomplish.” said Coach Bina.
The team won’t settle for a year like last
year where they beat Fargo South to place
third, it’s all about the championship. Casey
Purpur said, “Our goal is to win a state title,
anything less then that is a failure”.

Swimmers have a full pool of talent

By Ted Helgeson
Staff Writer
Coach Brent Newman said the boys’ swimming team is off to a good start with some key
returners from last season like Beau Simon, Jon Schindler, Ben Nordin, Tyler Newman, and Isaac
Loegering, all of whom were point scorers at state. He also said there are several athletes who
have been in the program for a while too such as Tyler Folkedahl, Ben Houska, Danny Koetterheinrich, Luke Loegering, Ryan Osowski, and Daniel Todorovic.
The season just began and they have 21 new athletes to the team. A few of them swam competitively with the Wahoo swim team like Keelan Murphy, Dylan Foley, Tristan Weisz, and RJ Salata.
“My expectations are the same every year. We need to be the hardest working athletes in the
state. We have a commitment to putting our best effort in the training and competition pool. In
our sport, you need to work to improve yourself before you can worry about your competition. As
long as we work our hardest, the racing and winning will come with time.” said Coach Newman.
Captain Jon Schindler said his expectations were that the team excels together positively, efficiently, and as a team and that everyone including him gives the sport their best shot.
Newman thinks the strengths for the team will be that there are a lot of good kids that are polite
and respectful. He said, “That means everything. Their commitment to their sport is incredible.
We have a long, tough season, and there is a mental focus that is important for our guys to hang
onto as they train. The guys that have been with the program are used to that, and they will pass
that work ethic on to our younger/newer athletes.”
He also explained what the team would need to improve on saying, “We have historically been
a smaller team that is very close knit and works well with each other. With our increased numbers
this season we are going to work on making sure we continue to work hard and work with each
other. We expect every athlete to contribute in some way. With more athletes on the team, our
challenge will be finding a niche’ for each guy.”
Schindler’s main goal for the end of the season is to make nationals in an event; he also wants
to place top 16 at state. Schindler said he needs to improve on stroke perfection. His team goal
was to have the whole team qualify for state.
Newman’s main goal for the end of the season is for every athlete on the team to qualify for
state. It is a difficult goal, but it has happened before. He explained that before they reach that
goal, they need every athlete to improve their skill, ability, and work effort on the team.
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Many new faces for Knights hoops

By Matt Neal
Staff Writer
The boys’ basketball season has started and they played their first game at Jamestown on Saturday,
December 12. Their next game is December 22, when they host East Grand Forks.
“With our lack of varsity experience, I think it might take us some time to come together as a team,”
said coach Dan Carlson. “I feel if we continue to work hard we will be competitive by the end of the
season. I feel that we have some depth this year with 9 or 10 guys that could contribute on the varsity.
We are not a big team with only one player at 6'4", but we have some good overall size at each position.
We will need to become better defensively and also work together as a team on offense. We would like
to get ourselves in a position to qualify for the State Tournament. The team has been working hard in
practice so far. If we can keep that up and play together, we will have a successful season.”
Three key players that are returning letter winners from his varsity team last year are Brady Johnson,
Derrick Yeager and Ken Smith. Kyle Lajimodeire, Aaron Muz, Drew Jaeger, Derek White and Grant
Parks were solid JV players last season, and Ben Lofgren, Mark Bushaw and Sean Norton will also
have an opportunity to contribute on the varsity.
“We should be able to compete a lot more in the EDC than in past years,” said Aaron Muz. “We just
need to not make many mistakes and keep our heads in the game when it isn’t going our way. Our main
goal is to make the State Tournament, which is something we haven’t done in a few years.”
“Our expectations are to compete with the best teams in the EDC and finish in the top half,” said
Brady Johnson. “I think as a team we need to work on understanding our offense, and we need to improve our team defense. Our main goal by the end of the season is to make it to the State Tournament.”
“I think we will do a lot better than last year. I think we will go to the State Tournament,” said Derick Yeager, “We need to work on teamwork and being patient.”

The Perfect Bowl? A Saints vs. Colts in Super Bowl?
Or will a team like the Vikings or Chargers make it to Miami?

By Isaac Hale
Staff Writer
Who is the better team, the New Orleans
Saints or the Indianapolis Colts? Who is more
likely to stay undefeated and go 16-0? If so, will
either team go on to win the super bowl like the
Miami Dolphins did in 1972? Maybe.
This year the NFL has a first. This year is the
first time that two teams have gone undefeated
this far into the season, and with only a few of
games left, it doesn’t look like that’s going to
change at all. In 1972, the year the dolphins went
undefeated and won the super bowl, the season
was shorter. From the first game through the
super bowl, there were 17 games. Today that
number is up to 19 games.
Since the extension of the season, nobody has
ever gone undefeated and then won the super
bowl. The last time any team went 16-0 through
the entire regular season was in 2007, with the
New England Patriots going undefeated and then
losing to the New York Giants in the Super Bowl.
Before the Patriots, the Dolphins were the first to
do it in 1972, but they finished it off with a Super
Bowl win.
The Saints and Colts are each 13-0, undefeated
with 3 games to go in the regular season. And
throughout these thirteen, each has come close
to losing on various occasions. The Colts had to
overcome a 17-point deficit to beat the Tennessee
Titans in week 12, and the Saints barely beat the
Washington Redskins, 3-8 at the time, with a field
goal in overtime.
Each team has also stepped it up in big games
though. The Colts were down by 17 points in the
fourth quarter against the New England Patriots
and came back and won, no Colts scoring drive

lasting more than 3 minutes. The Saints also
defeated the Patriots this year, winning by a
larger margin of 38-17. However, it’s not easy to
compare the games because the Colts and Patriots
are a large rivalry in the NFL, whereas the Saints
and Patriots are not. Rivalry games are almost
always close.
One of the strengths of each team is their
quarterback. Peyton Manning and Drew Brees
have each been stars in the NFL for years and
are having great individual seasons. Each is
an MVP candidate this year (Manning won the
award last season). So far this year, Manning has
thrown 29 touchdowns and has racked up 3,905
yards through the air, all without his number two
receiver, Anthony Gonzalez. Brees, on the other
hand, has thrown 32 touchdowns and has passed
for a total of 3,832 yards. The two are having
nearly equal seasons as far as statistics go.
Each teams defenses are also playing fairly
well this season. The notoriously bad Colts defense has improved against the run and is finally
helping their offense out a little, and they have
done it so far without their star safety Bob Sanders. The Saints defense is also better than they
were, especially in the secondary, picking up two
key players this year in Darren Sharper and Mike
McKenzie, the former Packer. Sharper has played
extremely well for the Saints, catching 8 interceptions and collecting 51 tackles just this year.
So, it becomes very hard to compare the teams
because they each have so many weapons on each
side of the ball. It’s very conceivable that these
two teams can go undefeated and meet in the
Super Bowl. To many people, it’s not a question
of if they can do that, but a question of who will
win when it happens.
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Current yearbook surplus will cause shortage of future books
By Hannah Manske
Staff Writer
If you’re not confident in your parents’ taste
in Christmas gifts, you may consider asking
them to order a 2009-2010 GFC yearbook.
It’s a keepsake that you’ll be glad to have and
there won’t be extras if you want one when
they arrive next fall.
Central has a surplus of yearbooks left over
from previous years. They are for sale in the
main office for $20 to $30 depending on what
year you buy. The reasons for having so many
yearbooks left over are many.
One reason there is so many yearbooks left
over is simply because not as many students
are buying yearbooks as in years’ past. Another
reason may be, because our enrollment has
declined and the economy has been tanking.
“For as long as I have been adviser (11
years), we have ordered 500 books and our
enrollment has been between 1,000 and 1,200
and that’s been a fairly accurate number of
books needed between pre-orders and sales
once they arrive,” said yearbook adviser Matt
Berglund.

So why are less students buying yearbooks?
“I don’t think it’s been because of a dropoff in quality, in fact, I think the yearbook is
much better now because it’s all-color, whereas
it used to be only 1/3 color,” said Berglund.
Preordering a yearbook is a good idea and
this year, the only way you will get a yearbook.
Central will not be ordering extras like they
have in the past.
Berglund said, “We just can’t (order extras)
because we don’t have the money to pay for
them if they don’t sell. In the past, we’ve used
money from next year’s pre-sales to pay for
this year’s book, but now that money has run
out. We even ordered 50 less last year because
we could see this coming.”
The decline in number of books being sold
and having a bunch of left over yearbooks,
dates all the way back to the flood of ’97.
Central has many extra books from that year
and has been digging out of that hole ever
since. Central loses about $40 for every extra
yearbook that hasn’t sold in past three years,
so that’s thousands of dollars. There are 128
extra 2008-09 yearbooks, 99 extra 2007-08

yearbooks and 28 extra 2006-07 yearbooks.
Central currently has a special offer right
now, if you buy a 2008-09 yearbook for
$30.00, you can get a 2007-08 yearbook for
$20.00. You can get them both for only $50.00.
Also you can buy yearbooks from any past
year for only $30.
So far only 193 yearbooks have been presold this year. If you want a yearbook this year,
it would be a good idea to preorder your book
as soon as possible.
“A regret I have from high school is not ordering a yearbook every year and I’m not just
saying that because I’m the adviser.” Berglund
said. “I look at things that I wasted money on
like clothes, video games and baseball cards
and wish I would have spent that money on
buying my yearbooks instead because it’s fun
now to look back and remember my classmates
and laugh at myself.”
Yearbooks can be preordered in the office
for $50. The yearbook company needs to know
how many books that need to be printed by
April. So watch for the deadline if you are
planning to buy a yearbook.

Christmas Crossword Puzzle
by Megan Shallman

The extra back issues available
has been on a roller coaster
since the flood of 1997.
1988-89 		
1989-90 		
1990-91 		
1991-92 		
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95 		
1995-96
1996-97
1997-98 		
1998-99 		
1999-00 		
2000-01 		
2001-02 		
2002-03 		
2003-04
2004-05 		
2005-06 		
2006-07 		
2007-08 		
2008-09

10
40
0
0
0
8
0
0
2
55
13
74
1
4
3
1
0
51
28
99
128

Across
3. what bad kids get as presents
5. what Santa rides in
7. put at the top of the tree
9. famous Christmas ballet
11. is Frosty a girl or boy
13. name of monster who chased Rudolph
14. what do kids leave out for Santa
16. first name of Scrooges’s dead partner
19. ho ho ho
21. the red nosed reindeer
22. under what was mommy kissing Santa
25. the snowman (from the song)
26. Christmas drink
27. Christmas (means happy)
28. what color is the grinch
Down
1. name of town the Grinch steals from
2. decorated plant in your home
3. who told Rudolph he was cute
4. who is Rudolph’s father
6. tried to steal Christmas from the whos
8. name of the Grinch’s dog
10. name of the boy in home alone
11. whats Frosty’s nose made of
12. _ bells (name of a song)
13. what reindeers name starts with a B
15. whats Ebenezers other name
17. what Reindeer name is also a cleaner
18. what fruit is Santa’s nose compared to
19. hung for Santa to put presents in
20. how many reindeer are there
23. Santa’s helpers

24. on the ground outside during Christmas
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Pa. college creates controversy by requiring students to pass a body fat test to graduate
By Jasmine Eppelsheimer
Staff writer
It’s College graduation day. You completed and passed the required courses,
participated in various school activities,
and after all your hard work, it’s time to
finally graduate. Except there’s one thing
holding you back, you’re too heavy to
graduate.
Welcome to Lincoln University a state
funded college in Pennsylvania requiring
all first year students who arrive with a
body mass index of over 30 must either
lower their BMI (Body Mass Index) or
take a one unit course called “Fitness for
Life” in order to graduate and receive a
diploma. This course will include fitness
games, pilates, and walking.
Many students on the Lincoln campus
have voiced their opinions against this
policy, wondering why they should focus
more on their weight rather then their

studies. This policy seems very intrusive
and to many a discrimination against
people suffering from obesity.
Tiana Lawson, a reporter for the Lincolnian College Newspaper who recently
wrote an editorial on the subject receiving
national attention, said, “ I didn’t come to
Lincoln to be told that my weight is not in
an acceptable range, “ Lawson wrote. “ I
came here to get an education which, as
a three- time honor student, is something
I have been doing quite well, despite the
fact that I have a slightly high body-mass
index.”
Students are also confused as to why
other students have to be healthier than
other. Not only does this new requirement feel unfair to some but also many
are asking if a BMI is a fair way to judge
someone’s weight. A BMI is based on a
“normal curve” that is derived from the
range of weights found in French and

You Can Be a Store Manager Too!
Enroll in Marketing!

Pick up a great Christmas gift at
the Grand Central Station
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!

Scottish (male of course) soldiers (who
were conscripted and not exactly well-fed)
in the 1830’s. So is it a good measure for
an entire college population in 2009?
Members of the community have
raised fair questions about this new policy
such as “Why is the College not offering
the same intervention to students with eating disorders like anorexia or bulimia?”
Despite student and community
protest, James DeBoy, chairmen of the
health, physical education, and recreation
department, doesn’t see a problem with
the requirement. “ We test for written, oral
communication skills, and I don’t see this
as any different,” he says. “We want our
students to have a sound mind, but also a
sound body.” While both sides raise important points all forms of physical health
must be a life long activity and not pushed
on somebody unwillingly in order for success you have to want the change.

Students at Central working out in the new fitness room. A college now had fitness standards to
graduate. Will other schools follow their lead? Or is
it discrimination?
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“Holiday Magic for Markus” continues to spread holiday cheer
By Matt Neal
Staff Writer
A familiar face around the halls of
GFC is Ms. Deb Oatman. She has been a
paraprofessional here at Central for several years and helped many students with
a combination of high expectations and a
kind heart. But many may not know of
her son, Markus Bryant. Markus, a former
Central student, passed away on December 1st, 2002 after a long battle with
neurological type of cancer that spread
throughout his internal organs.
“Markus loved life. He enjoyed school,
helping people and just being a young
adult.” Said Mrs. Oatman.
On November 17th, 2002, a fundraiser
was started to give back to young children
like Markus who show courage every day.
The fundraiser is called “Holiday Magic
From Markus” and it is set up to raise
money to purchase holiday gifts for children who are going to spend their Christmas in the hospital, or who are fighting
serious illness over the holidays. The main
goal of this fundraiser is to allow athletes
at UND a chance to make a difference in
the lives of children.
Markus was a huge fan of the Fighting Sioux and enjoyed going to Sioux
events like football games and meeting the
players. During the 2001 UND football

Markus
Bryant with
former UND
quarterback
Kelby Klosterman

season, Markus became an inspiration to
the team by showing his faith and courage. Markus spent some of his time with
the football players during practice and
on game days. He often wrote letters to
get his team fired up. In December of
2001, the team took Markus to Florence
Alabama, and won the 2001 Division II
National Crown. After the game, he was
invited to lift the trophy in front of the
crowd.
In the 2002 season, the Sioux suffered
some tough times by having some frustrating loses. Markus continued to bring his
support and kept on writing letters of encouragement and showed up at the games
when he was able.
Markus’s memory is also carried on
each year at Central with the awarding
of the Markus Bryant Spirit Award, a

scholarship which goes to a deserving freshman who has had to overcome a significant
challenge in their life.
“I really don’t know what to say besides that I have been double blessed to have had
a most remarkable and amazing son for 14 years and then the Holiday Magic from
Markus that not only honors his memory, but keeps his beliefs of loving, living and giving alive. He would be humbled yet truly honored as am I.” Oatman said.
Whether it be a giving gifts to deserving children or rewarding Central students who
have had to overcome obstacles, Markus Bryant’s memory and influence remains strong
in this community and will for years to come.
For more information and pictures about the project, go to www.holidaymagicformarkus.org

UND football players watch a youngster opne a Christmas gift courtesy of the
Holidy Magi for Markus Foundation.

KAB Foundation stresses that even young people must keep abreast of potential breast cancer
By Natasha Stadstad
Staff Writer
The Keep A Breast Foundation is about educating young people, guys and girls, in breast
cancer awareness. They combine sculpture,
philanthropy, and symbolic artistry together to
show young people about breast cancer.
KAB was started in 2000 by Shaney Jo
Darden and Mona Mukherjea-Gehrig. They
started KAB because of the need for a breast
cancer awareness program to educate young
people.
The KAB team, which consists of 12
women, create plaster forms of the female
torso, which once painted and finished are
auctioned to raise money for breast cancer
programs worldwide. The 12 women consist
of famous surfers, skateboarders, musicians
and other women who through out their life
have possibly some how been affected by

breast cancer.
KAB has many programs to which you can
get involved with, as well ways to help Breast
Cancer treatments, such as KAB Non Toxic
Revolution, High School Art Jam and Clubs,
Original Keep A Breast Art Events, KAB This
Is My Story Campaign, Grass Roots Traveling
Education Booth, Music for the Awareness,
and KAB Treasured Chest Program.
One of the most informing programs is the
Grass Roots Traveling Education Booth. KAB
travels on the road with music tours, action
sport events, and even fashion gatherings.
They have a booth set up with informative and
artistic displays of breast casts, information
materials and interactive activities.
During 2004, KAB launched some education and awareness programs, using unique
art and artistic expression to inform young
people about methods of prevention, early

detection, coping and support.
Breast cancer is when cells in the body
change and multiply much faster than normal.
The cancer cells will then form either a lump,
or tumor. The cancer is named because of
the part of the body it originated in but it can
spread through your blood stream to other
parts of your body.
Some cancer facts are the American Cancer
Society (ACS) a woman is diagnosed with
breast cancer ever three minutes in the US.
The ACS also says that the chance that a breast
cancer patient will be alive for five years after
being diagnosied with breast cancer is now
lower in women under 40. Men can get Breast
Cancer too, although usually occurs in women,
men have breast tissue and can develop breast
cancer. Almost 2,000 different, new cases of
invasive breast cancers are diagnosed in men
each year. Also, about 450 men die from breast

cancer yearly.
Ways to avoid breast cancer are not smoking, keeping to a high fiber diet, 30 minutes of
aerobic activity 3-5 times a week, not eating
red meat, and even some makeup and beauty
products often contain chemicals that are
linked towards cancer.
Use lemon, baking soda and vinegar to
clean the house. Don’t use plastic. The chemicals slowly leak into everything they touch,
use stainless steel or aluminum water bottles
instead.
As well, do a breast self-exam (BSE) varying from 10-16 years old; you should start
regular, monthly BSEs as soon as your breasts
are fully developed. You’re supposed to look
for anything that feel abnormal for your body.
It’s very important to begin self-exams while
you are healthy so you will be able to recognize any changes.

